KITEBOARDING LESSONS - KITEBOARDING SOLO SUPERVISED PRACTICE (All lessons include kite, board, helmet and harness)
Beginner lesson course: Beginner 1, 2, and 3 - 7 hours: $780.00
Learn to Kiteboard Kiteventure - 7 hours lessons, 3 hours supervised practice, 2 upwind shuttles, unlimited trainer kite flying, SUP session: $1,065.00
Beginner group lessons, up to 2 students, 2 kites - per hour: $105.00 (per student)
Private lessons - per hour: $120.00
Private lessons - with boat support - per hour: $145.00
Solo supervised practice, with all kiteboarding gear included - per hour: $100.00 (1.5 hours minimum)
Solo supervised practice with your gear - per hour: $55.00 (1.5 hours minimum)
All-Inclusive Learn to Kiteboard Kiteventure - same as Learn to Kiteboard Kiteventure with 7 nights accommodation and airport transportation: $1,775.00

KITEVENTURES
Kiteventure package: Sapphire or Crystal Kiteventure, Kite Cay shuttle downwinder, upwind shuttles to flatwater launch, SUP session: kiteboarding gear included: $710.00
Bring Your Own Gear Kiteventure package - same as Kiteventure package with your gear: $360.00
Kite Cay shuttle downwinder: $70.00
Kite Cay shuttle downwinder - kiteboarding gear included: $200.00
Crystal Kiteventure, 4 hours: $180.00
Crystal Kiteventure - kiteboarding gear included: $310.00
Sapphire Kiteventure 4 hrs: $180.00
Sapphire Kiteventure - kiteboarding gear included: $310.00
The Gem Kiteventure, 3hrs: $150.00
The Gem Kiteventure - kiteboarding gear included: $280.00
All-Inclusive Kiteventure - same as Bring Your Own Gear Kiteventure + 7 nights accommodation, airport transportation: $1,179.00 - with kiteboarding gear + $480.00
Non-kiter passenger: Kite Cay: $30.00, Crystal/Sapphire: $90.00, The Gem: $60.00

KITE - KITEBOARD RENTAL
Kite and kiteboard rental: 2hrs: $110.00, 1/2 day (4hrs): $130.00, 1 day (8hrs): $160.00, 2 days: $130.00, 3 - 4 days: $120.00, 5 or more days: $110.00
Kite rental - 2hrs: $70.00, 1/2 day (4hrs): $90.00, 1 day (8hrs): $120.00, 2 days: $100.00, 3 - 4 days: $90.00, 5 or more days: $80.00
Kiteboard rental - 2hrs: $25.00, 1/2 day (4hrs): $35.00, 1 day (8hrs): $50.00, 2 days: $45.00, 3 - 4 days: $40.00, 5 or more days: $35.00
Trainer kite rental - per day: $40.00
Kite storage: $5.00 per night, $25.00 per week

FORECAST-LAUNCH SERVICE
Daily forecast, best launches report based on your kiteboarding skill: $45.00

STAND-UP-PADDLE BOARDS - SUP
SUP board rental - per hour: $25.00
SUP board 1/2 day rental: $65.00
SUP board rental - per day (8hrs): 1 day $90.00, 2 days $85.00, 3-4 days $80.00, 5 or more days $75.00
SUP lessons - per hour: $50.00
Cays SUP guided tour - 3 hours: $130.00
Sea Stars SUP guided tour - 3 hours: $130.00
Moriah Harbour National Park SUP guided tour - 3 hours: $160.00
SUP tour package - Moriah Harbour SUP tour, Sea Stars SUP tour, Cays snorkeling SUP tour and one 1/2 day rental: $450.00

BOAT SUPPORT
Upwind shuttle: $35.00
Kiteboarding rescue: $35.00
Kiteboard towing (like wakeboarding) - up to 4 people - per hour: $190.00
Kiteboarding boat support - per hour: $160.00

VIDEO - PHOTOGRAPHY
Edited 30 minute video and photographs of your kiteboarding lessons, kiteventure and SUP experience: $275.00

SNORKELING
Reef trip - up to 4 people (includes snorkeling gear) - per hour: $180.00

TRANSPORTATION
EK Transportation package - Roundtrip airport transportation, transportation to all kiteboarding and SUP and two roundtrips to town: $175.00 - $60.00 for each additional passenger
Downwinder return transportation: $25.00 - $40.00